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http://www.dustyspringfield.info/21627/index.html
Earlier we had a discussion about what Dusty was saying at the end of this
quip about royalty not being c onfined to the royal box at the RAH concert.
Fraser suggested it was "Well, Mary," as if she were chiding herself, and
someone else asked if I would check with Simon Bell. I wondered if she were
making a joke to the royalty in the crowd, as "Mary" is sometimes a
nickname for gay men (in America anyway).
USA
14235 Posts

Simon's comment was: I'm sure Dusty was saying "well Mary!" to herself.
It's a kind of "look at the commotion you've caused in the crowd". She
wouldn't have made the "Mary" remark directed at Gay men.
xo Bosseh/allherfac es/Nadja
I wanna be a mooo

vie stah!
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I've no doubt it's definitely "Well Mary" and said to herself, Simon is quite
right.
Carole x
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DivineDusty
I’ll try anything
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Haha. Sounds more logical then my first thought. Bone Marrow.
.Divine.Dusty.
***I just decided I wanted to become someone else... So I bec ame
someone else. ***
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She also says "With Respect" just before "Well Mary" so she may have had
some idea of the c onsternation the remark caused even without her
glasses!
xx
Kathy
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Nice to have that c leared up then :)
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hmm, that's what I thought..glad you found the answer, Nancy.
paula x
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quote :
Originally posted by DivineDusty
Haha. Sounds m ore logical the n m y first thought. Bone Marrow.
.Divine .Dusty.
***I just de cide d I wante d to be com e som e one e lse ... So I be cam e
so m e one e lse . ***
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It sounds like bone marrow to me, too, but glad to have the mystery solved
as well. Thanks to all you detectives.
xo Bosseh/allherfac es/Nadja
I wanna be a mooo

vie stah!
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Awesome, glad we got that sorted out
Clare xoxo
"It's marvellous to be popular, but foolish to think it will last..."
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btw - Fred Perry, Dusty's Lighting Director - wrote the joke.
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Birdie
http://www.myspace.com/birdiebreeze
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My My My btw.
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Did they purposely leave the c omment out of the RAH concert footage
because it offended HRH Maggie?
Does anybody know when she said it? what part of the concert?
Renge
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Renge, I think it was at the beginning of the concert.
I don't know if it was purposely left out for that reason, although it would
not surprise me since the whole thing begins with "in the presence of HRH
Princess Margaret."
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Who cares if she's HRH? Shes a normal woman, I dont like the royals
because they think their sh*t dont stink.
Matt.
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It may have been Dusty herself that asked for the quote to be left out I
suppose. It could have been thought that as the show was being edited for
TV, then what was perfectly fitting for the occasion on the night, may not
have been suitable for prime time telly. This was the late seventies don't
forget, no one would think twice now. Also, if Dusty was upset at the
rebuke from the Palace, she may have wanted to forget about it rather
than have any more bother. A lot of fuss about nothing.
United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x
"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."
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